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ABSTRACT. The effectiveness properties, in Faber regions, of the transposed inverse

of a given basic set of polynominals, are investigated in the present paper. A cer-

tain inevitable normalizing substitution, is first formulated, to be undergone by the

given set to ensure the existence of the transposed inverse in the Faber region. The

first main result of the present work (Theorem 2.1), on the one hand, provides a lower

bound of the class of functions for which the normalized transposed inverse set is

effective in the Faber region. On the other hand, the second main result (Theorem 5.2)

asserts the fact that the normalized transposed inverse set of a simple set of poly-

nomials, which is effective in a Faber region, should not necessarily be effective

there.
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i. INTRODUCTION.

The transposed inverse set of a given basic set of @olynomials is the set whose

matrix of coefficients iS the transposed inverse of that of the given set. This set

was introduced by Newns [i; p. 455] who has also studied the relation between the ef-

fectiveness in disk of centre origin of the given set and that of the transposed in-
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verse set [i; pp. 456, 457]. Moreover, the effectiveness properties in Faber regions,

of the transpose of simple sets of polynomials effective in the same regions, have

been investigated by Nasslf [2]. We propose therefore, as a complement of the inves-

tigation of Nasslf, to consider in the present paper (which is extracted from the PhD

Thesis of Adepoju [3; Chapter II]), the effectiveness properties, in Faber regions, of

the transposed inverse set of a given basic set of polynomials. In particular, we

shall study here the extent of generalization, to Faber regions, of the result of

Newns referred to above. It should be mentioned here that the reader is supposed to

be acquainted with the theory of basic sets of polynomials, as given by Whittaker [4],

as well as the properties of Faber regions and Faber polynomials as given by Newns [5;

pp. 746 751] and the essentials of the theory of effectiveness in Faber regions, of

basic sets, as recorded by Newns [I; pp. 452, 453], [6; p. 190]. For sake of further

ppllca=ion in our subsequent work, we shall assemble, in what follows, certain results,

pertaining to Faber regions. (Detailed proofs of these results can be found in Adepoju’s

work [3; pp. 50 54, and 58 60]).

Suppose, in fact, that the Faber curve C is the map, in the z plane of the circle

T, by the Faber transformation

z-- () t+ nm--O

which is supposed to be conformal for tl > T, for some T > y. Suppose also that

t (z)

is the inverse transformation, which is conformal for Izl > T’, say.

The following notations are adopted throughout the present work.

G(r) sup ’l(rei8) I; (r > T), (1.1)

ie)E(r) sup l(re

inf {G(r); r > T}; " inf {E(r); r > (1.2)

With these notations, the results to be assembled here are as follows

(l.3)

e {G(r)} r (r > T) G {e(r)} r (r > ),

and if the Faber curve C is the map, in the z-plane, of the circle tl r
r

(1.4)
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T < r < then, in the usual notation for domains, (c. f. Newns [i; p. 436)],

D(r) D ICE(r) (r > r’)

Also, the following monotony properties will be of constant use in our subsequent

work without being explicitly stated. G(r) E(r) and e(r) are continuous strictly

increasing functions of r for r > T r > T" and r > o0 respectively.

and if we write

i8
M(fk, r) sup Ifk(r e )I M(f

k
,r) sup Ik(r

and put

i/k
(r) lira sup ,.IM(fk’r) lira(r) sup M(_k,r)

i/k

then, by appeal to the familiar formulas

fk(z) {(z)}k (1) I{()}k d+ Yi-f ---z
CT

1

(k > i; z E C T" < T < r) (i 6)
r I

fk(z) {qb(z)}k + 2-- z
> T), (i 7)(k > i; z > T

2

we obtain

(r) E(r) (r > T’) (r) G(r) (r > T). (1.8)

2. NORMALIZING SUBSTITUTION.

In our notation, a cap (^) over a set indicates that the set is the transposed

inverse of the corresponding set. Our main concern in the present work is to establish

a relationship between the effectiveness properties, in Faber regions, of a given set

pk(z) and those of the transposed inverse set pk(z) As in the case of trans-

posed sets (c.f. [2; p. 212]), to ensure the existence an non-violation of effective-

ness properties of the transposed inverse set in Faber regions, the given set has to

be normalized in a certain manner. The essentiality of this normalizing process will

be made obvious by consideration of the _base fk(z)! which is a simple set effec-

tive in all D(Cr) r > T. The transposed inverse of this set is

@k(Z __,’(i/z)
z{(I/z)}k+l (k -> 0), (2.1)
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which may not exist in D(C) for certain drms of C, (as for example when C is a Cassini

oval).

In fact, we write

G(y)’ [max{ G(’)}J, (2.2)

and the normalized set Pk(Z) is derived from the given set pk(z) through

the substitution

Pk(Z) Pk(Z) (k > 0), (2.3)

where is any complex number satisfying

< lI < oo. (2.4)

A A
Pk(Z) pk(z/) (k > 0). (2.5)

It should be observed, beforehand, that the normalizing substitution (2.3) will

lead to favourable result when C is a circle of centre origin. In fact, if the

given set pk(z) is effective in D(R) R > 0, it can easily be shown that the

transposed inverse set lk(Z) of (2.5) will be effective in D+(I[/R) R2"
Suppose now that C is not a circle of centre origin, as we shall always assume

in the subsequent work. To formulate a positiDe result concerning this case we fix

the number by

E() e(II/). (2.6)

I easily follows from (1.2), (1.4), (2.2) and (2.4), that

E() > y T. (2.7)

Hence, we deduce from (1.2) and (1.3), that, for all numbers " for which T" < N" <

the curve CE(. is well defined.

With the above notation, and with the usual notation for functions classes (c. f.

Newns [I; p. 436]), we can formulate the first main result of the present work in the

following theorem:

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that there is a number " with T < N" < such that the

given basic set pk(z) is effective in D+ ICE(.) for the class of functions

{CE() I Then the transposed invers set Ik(Z)l of the normalized set {Pk(Z)l
of (2.3), will be effective in D(C) for the class of functions H(Co"), where

" E(lI/n’). (2.8)
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We first observe from (1.4) (2.6) and (2.8) that o > so that the result

of the above theorem is legitimate. Moreover, suppose that the given set Pk (z) is

simple and effective in D+(C) then we can derive from the above theorem the follow-

ing corollary, which is the analogue of the main result concerning the transposed set

in Faber region (c. f. [2; Theorem i]).

COROLLARY 2.2. If Pk (z) is a simple set of polynomials which is effective in

D+(C) then the transposed inverse set I@k(Z) will be effective in D(C) for the

class of functions H(CO), where

E(II/). (2.9)

Moreover, we should note that the bound (2.4) for the normalizing factor is

justified in the sense that, for certain forms of the Faber curves (C) there exists

a simple set Pk (z) of polynomials which is effective in D+(C) and yet the trans-

inverse set {k(Z) of the set {Pk(Z) of (2.3) corresponding to values ofposed

for which II < 8 does not exist in D(C). Thisphenomenon is illustrated by

example 3. i below.

It can be further observed that if, for a given basic set pk(z) no such

numbers exists to accord with the supposition of theorem 2.1, the normalized trans-

inverse set k(Z)} may no longer be basic in D(C) for certain forms of theposed

Faber curves (C). This observation will be displayed in example 3.2 below.

Now, according to (1.4) (2.6) and (2.9) we may finally see from corollayr 2.2,

that, contrary to the case of disks with centre origin, the transposed inverse set

{k(Z)} oorrespondlng to the simple set {pk(z)} of polynomials, which is effective

in D+(C) may not be effective in D(C). This vact is ascertained by the second

main result of the present work formulated in theorem 5.2 below.

3. EXAMPLES.

Basic sets of polynomials are constructed in the present section such that the

observations given in the last section are fulfilled.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let C be a Faber curve for which the number of (1.2) is less

than (as for example the Casslni oval z
2

i c2, for which c > / ). There-

2
fore, according to (2.2) we shall have 8 e Then we shall take
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2(i 6), (3.1)

where 6 is some positive number less than i. Also, from the definition (2.2) of

the number and in view of (i.i) we can choose a real number 8 for which

I(yei@)l o. (3.2)

We shall show that the transposed inverse set {@k(Z)} of the set {Pk(Z)}
corresponding to the following simple set pk(z)} with the number of (3.1)

doe not exist in D(C)

k ik8
Po (z) fo(Z) pk(z) =-y e + fk(z) (k >- i).

It can be verified that this set is effective in D+(C) and that, for the trans-

posed inverse set, we shall formally have

(z) ’(/z)
o i8

z (/z) ye
-k(yeiS) (z/)k.

k--o
(3.3)

Appealing to the formula (1.7) it can be deduced from (3.1) and (3.2) that

ifm sup lk(yeiS) (z’/)k
I/k I- 6/2

k/

where the point z" D(C) is chosen such that [z’[ (i 6/2)

Therefore, the expansion (3.3) of @ (z) is impossible at z’, as required.
o

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let C be a Faber curve of the form considered in example 3.1 and

set the finite numbers x and 0 such that

x > 8 (3.4)

and that

(1 + 6) e(x/)

where 6 is, again, any positive number less than i. Also, from the continuity and

monotony of the function e(r) r -> o0 we can determine the number rI such that

rI
> x/e e(rI) < (I + 6/2) e(x/) (3.6)

With this value of r I we can choose the point Zo e D(C) in such a way that

[z =x/r <e
o i

Having fixed z the numver $ can be defined as
o
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and

I(E/Zo) e(rl). (3.8)

Consider now the set Ipk(z) of polynomials, given as follows.

Po (z) go(Z) pk(z)=-Okfo(Z) + fk(z) (k > i). (3.9)

It can be verified, from (2.6) (3.5) and (3.7) that, for the set {pk(z)) of (3.9),

there is no number " with T" < " < such that the set is effective in

D+ {CE(N.)I for the class of functions {CE() We shall show that the transposed

inverse set {@k(Z)} is not vasic in D(C).

fact, it can be easily proved, from (2.1) (2.5) and (3.9) that

k(Z ’(/z)
k+l

(k > i). (3.10)
z (E/z)

Moremver, the definition (3.9) of the set pk(z) implies the representation

(3.11)

Now, we can apply the formula (1.6) to deduce, in view of (1.5) that

ZeCTl
(3.12)

where M is a positive finite number independent of k and TI is a number chosen

so that o0" < TI
< y and this is allowable for the foregoing form of the curve C.

Also, from (3.8)and (3.10) it follows that

[@k(Zo) IIL
IZol {e(rl) ) k+l

(k >_ i). (3.13)

where L l’(/Zo) > 0. A combination of (2.7) (3.4) (3.5) (3.6) (3.12)

and (3.13) will lead to the following inequality

fk (0) ok Pk(Zo >

iZol (rI) i + 6/2 1 M(1 + (S) -k (Tl/’y)k

IIL ( i+ )k> 2iz le(r I + 6/2
o i
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for all sufficiently large values of k. Therefore, the representation (3.11) is

impossible at Zo D(C) and the set @k(Z) is not basic in D(C) as required.

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. The proof is similar to that of theorem i of [2], even

more direct. In fact, let qk (z) be the set assoclatlated with the given set

Pk (z) I’ which is now given as the product set

pk(z) lqk(z) I Ifk(z) (4.1)

Denote by K and K<I) for the Cannon functions of the sets pk(z) and

qk(z) respectively. We can now apply the conditions imposed on the set Pk(Z)l
in theorem 2.1, the properties of the associated set lqk(z) and the formula (1.8)

to obtain

(i){ B(n’) + <-E(n). (4.2)

Thus, a combination of the relations (1.4) (1.8) (2.2) (2.4) (2.6) (2.7)

and (4.2) will lead to the inequality

[K(1){(q.) + }]< III. (4.3)

Therefore, applying an alternative form of Theorem 2 of Newns [6] to the set Ipk(z)

given as the product (4.1) then (4.3)yields

which expresses the fact that the set Pk (z) is effective in D+(N’) for the class

of functions (I$II). Therefore, a modified form of Theorem 16.3 of Newns [i] implies

^that the transposed inverse set pk(z) will be effective in D(/II) for the class

of functions (I/’). It follows that the set k(Z) which is in fact, the set

k(z/) will be effective in D() for the class of functions

Now, in view of (i.i) (1.2) (1.3) (1.5) (2.6) and (2.8) and from the de-

finition of the number we shall have

(l$11n’) (C.) and D(C) D().

We thus conclude that the set k(Z) is effective in D(C) for the class of func-

tions H(C.) and theorem 2. i is therefore established.
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5. NONEFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSPOSED INVERSE SETS.

As supplement to the positive result involved in theorem 2.1 above, we shall es-

tablish in the present section a negative result which is in contrast with the favour-

able result stated in 2 concerning the case of disks with centre origin (p. 5, ii. 1-5).

Actually, we shall prove, in the second main result of the present work formulated in

theorem 5.2 below, that, for all forms of the Faber curve C (which is not a circle of

centre origin), there are values of the normalizing factor $ with II >- such

that the normalized transposed inverse set I@k(Z/) derived from the _base Ifk(z)!,
is not effective in D(C)

First of all, from the definition (2.2) of the number there is a point e C

for which

II (5.)

Therefore, according to the equation (2.6) we can choose the number with II >- B,

and a real number such that

(5.2)

say. With this determination of the number the following theorem has first to be

proved for the transposed inverse set Ik(Z) l- given by

k(Z) k(Z/) (k > 01 (5.31

^THEOREM 5.1. For all forms of the Faber curve C the Cannon function (C) of

the set I k (z) I for (C) is bounded. In fact, the following inequality is

established,

A
< (c) _< (5.4)

where is given by (2.9).

It should be first mentioned that the inequality (5.4) cannot be deduced from

corollary 2.2 above since the set Ik(Z) is not simple.

PROOF. We first observe, from (2.1) and (5.3) that

"(Iz)
k+l; (k> O>

Therefore, adopting the notation applied before, namely,

(5.5)
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M(f;r) sup f(re

for any function f(z) regular on Izl =r we obtain from (5.2) and (5.5)

M(k;a) -< (IIL-’) (k > 0)
(aTk+l)

(5.6)

where L"= sup {l(Iz)l Izl } < . Aso, it follows from (5.3) and the defin-

itlon of transposed inverse sets that

m
f (z)= f z

j (z)
n

j=0
n,j k=0 m,k

k

w-here

min (k,m)
Z f fk j
j--0

n,j ,j
< M(fn; lI/r) M(fk;r) (5.7)

and the number r is chosen, in view of (2.7) such that

T’<r <N

Now, if 9(C)n is the Cannn sum f the set i k(Z) I for (C) it follows from

(1.8) (5.2) (5.6) (5.7) and (5.8) that

(C)= sup sup
n (C) , k(z)

m,h m,h
M(k;C) < KM(dn;ll/r)

where K is a positive finite number independent of n Hence, for the Cannon func-

tion (C) we should have, from (1.3) (1.8) and (5.8)

^ sup
i/n

(C) lim (C) <- m(II/r) (5.9)
k-o

n

and the required inequality (5.4) can be deduced from (5.9) and from the equation

(2.9) by the choice of the number r

The secind main result of the present work is formulated in the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.2. For all forms of the Faber curve C the transposed inverse set

{k(Z) } if (5.3) is not effective in D(C) Moreover, there are certain Faber curves

(C) for which the Cannon function (C)

PROOF. The proof of the treorem is almost identical with that of Theorem 2 of

[2[. In fact. if we write
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Wo eim/ i l(Wo) (5.10)

then, as in formula (6.8) of [2] we deduce from (2.6) that

o1>7. (5.11)

Furthermore if G(z) i/(w z) and if the basic series associated with the
o

Taylor expansion of G(z) is h=o k(z) then from (5.10) the analogue of (6.9)

of [2] is

wl fk(ne-i) (5.12)
o

Therefore, as in [2; p. 217; ii. 21-23], and by appeal to the relations (1.6) (5.1)

(5"2)’(5.5) (5.10) (5.11) and (5.12) we can deduce that there exists a positive

integer k such that
o

2T

for k > k where L I’(/)I > 0 It follows that the set {k(Z) is not
o

A

effective in D(C) Since, however, the Cannon function (C) is bounded, by theorem

5.1, then the set {@k(Z)} cannot be effective in D(C) as required.

By a discussion similar to that of [2; p. 217; 11. 29, 30 and p. 218; 11. 1-5] we

A
may conclude form (5.4) that <(C) when C is either a circle or a Cassini oval.

The proof of theorem 5.2 is therefore complete.
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